The agreement of measuring methods is one of the main problems in medicine and others science in related to measure. In this article we deal with one of these methods and performance the statistical test and finally show their result. This method is interclass correlation coefficient.
Introduction
among other measuring methods, the ICC method is a perfect method for surviving the agreement. Because, by using ANOVA the total variance can separate to variance component and finally the main source is found. On the other hand, by using ICC we can find the variations which the difference among methods is its cause. At first we define the ICC, and then in each state we define the ICC according to data structures and find its unbiased estimators.
Interclass correlation coefficient
ICC is a kind of correlation coefficient, measuring the agreement and crassness of two or more samples. In fact, in ICC the agreement of referee(here, the referee can be the measuring machines) by analyzing that the cause of variations is the referees or other is obtained. Now, the ICC is defined; the ICC is the part of variation which is not in related to referee. Therefore, the more ICC value, the less variation of referees is obtained then the agreement is increased. Suppose that there are n measurable topics, measured by k referees (table [1] [2] [3] [4] . This referees maybe measurable machines. The hypothesis is whether referees are agreed or disagree. In table (1) (2) (3) (4) 

If the column of the one systematic variation from source of variation is added, then the two ways model is better. These indicate that the referee factor is the random variable itself. Suppose the model 
Variance analysis
In model one way random effect with considering the hypothesis of table 2, the variance of each observation is: 
Therefore, we have:
And also
Now, by replacing (3), (4) in relation (2), we have: 
On the other hand
By replacing (4), (7) in relation (6) we have:
Similarly, by considering the hypothesis of models the expectation and variance is received. The other results are drown in table (3) [2] . 
For two way models in state 2, the ICC coefficient for consistency is the ratio of variances: By considering table (3) we can find each of unbiased estimators for variances. Therefore, an unbiased estimator for (12) is:
In this way, the ICC and their unbiased estimators could be fined for one way and two way models. Calculating and inferring of ICC is shown in table (4) . In this table there is two kinds of ICC. Both of them measure the correlation, however the first one by consistency and the second one by absolute agreement. In other word, their difference is in their formula which is obvious in their denominators. In definition of ICC for consistency, we suppose that the column variances variation source does not have any relation to total variance. Therefore, this factor is ignored in denominator. Because this kind of ICC measures the consistency of data, it is more similar to Pierson correlation coefficient(r). Since, on the base of absolute agreement the ICC value is low because, the interval of data is considering. In table (14) the C and A letters indicate the agreement from consistency and absolute agreement respectively. In one way models there is no existence kind (C) and in two way models they are shown by (A, 1), (C, 1). Measuring the degree of consistency among data, both row and column are random.
The two way random model
Measuring the degree of absolute agreement among data, both row and column are random.
Degree of consistency among data, the column factor is fixed.
Measuring the degree of absolute agreement among data. 
Numerical example
The data in table (6) show the blood pressure of n=27 person who are measured by k=6 tools (A, B, C, D, E, F). Each factor are random and without interaction. 
